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Greetings Sports Fans! This is a copy of the current catalogue
and pricelist from Disc Covering the World. This listing can double
as your order form. Mark the items you wish to receive and total them
up on the final page. A pre—addressed envelope has been included for
your convenience. Every order will be accompanied by a new copy of this
pricelist.

We will gladly send you extra copies of this catalogue for you
to share with disc—flying friends. Alternatively, you can list their
names and addresses on the reverse of the last page and we will mail
them a copy directly. Thank you for your help!

Money sent for any item that is out of stock will be promptly
refunded. Order as soon as possible for maximum selection of some
€oreign, specialty discs. Fly well! Have fun!

HONEST TO GOCDNESS FPISBEE DISCS !! * BY ihaw—U Mfg. CO. D‘

165 gram world Class discs
1&1 gram world Class discs
119 gram World Class discs
Super Pro discs (61 mold only)
Professional Frisbee discs
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$3.20 =

£2.50 =

1978 UORLD FRISBEE diSC CHAMPIONSHIP DISCS ! - by Hnam—L USA.

165 gram 1978 NFC discs x $6.00 =

(Clear discs with three color hotstamp)
1&1 gram 1978 NFC discs x £5.25 =

(Clear discs with three color hotstamp)
119 qram 1978 NFC discs x £u.25 =

(Clear discs with three color hotstamp)
1978 QFC FASTBACKS X $3.03 =

(white discs with two color stamp)

"SKY PRO" SPORT DISCS — by Discratt, Ltd.

The SKY PRO is an excellent addition to the range of available flying
discs. This disc weighs approximately 120 grams, has no "ilight rings"
and is a true flyer for freestyle and disc golf. Each SKY PRO is custom
hot—stamped with the Disc Covering the Uorld club design. The discs are
available in red, yellow, blue, white, black, and clear. Specify your
first and second color choice when ordering.

SKY PRO sport discs (color choice?) x £3.00 =



(Full set of 6 club discs) X $18.00 =

DISC GOLF ASSOCIATION "NIGHT FLYERS" !! " by the D.G.A. and Hham-

Very special discs from the Disc Golf Association. These "High
Flyers" are maunfactured in the popular Q0 mold (119 gram world Cl
from a very heavy, very glowing plastic. Each disc is weighed and
marked in mint condition. (Orders for especially heavy or light N

Flyers will be filled as available from stock.) Discs are hot—sta
in black with golf hole numbers from One to Eight.

D.G.A. NIGHT FLYERS (specify hole number) x $5.00 =

{Full set of Eight Discs) X $38.00 =

THE ALL NEW "PYRA — DISCS" - by Pyramid Creations,
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A newcomer to the flying disc scene. This model is the number 32
mold and weighs 145 grams. The disc features a depressed top and a

proiecting gyroscopic Pyramid. Available in red, green, white, black,
day—flow orange, day—flow yellow, bright magenta and clear. Available
with or without a gold "FREESTYLE" double hot stamp.

"PYRA - DISCS" x $14.50 =

(specify color and hotstamping choices)

** UNBREAKABLE ** "SKY SURFER" FLYING DISCS - by LRC PtOduCtS, Ltd.

The "Sky Surfer" was originally produced in London, England with
copyright information inscribed in circular fashion on the underside.
The discs were manufactured in Yellow and Blue. The mold has rece
been retooled and all lettering has been eliminated. The new disc

ntly
is

available only in Yellow. BOTH molds produce discs that are absolutely
UNBREAKABLE in even the hardest of use on the coldest of days. These
discs weigh appr. 145 grams and are all around good flyers. This disc
is a MUST for cold weather play, golf, etc. This catalogue is the only
sure supply of the "OLD" model discs and orders of the "old" are limited
to three of each color per customer.

The "OLD" Sky Surfer Discs x $6.00 =

(in Yellow and Blue, limit three per order)

The "NEH" Sky Surfer Discs x $0.00 =

(Yellow only, no limit on orders)

C.P.I. ALL STARS — by concept Products,

C.P.I. All Stars x $2.00 =

(Available in Red, Orange and white)

Inc.
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SOME "OLD" AND "GOLDEN" PRISBEE DISCS - by 8ham—O USA.

White @i(;)¢‘T'<>£ 6eQAILInS§l"hzd’.I£!;_/ x $14.00 =

GUTS PLAYERS ASSOCIATION Professionals x $0.00 =

19714 urc nsrsacxs x $2.75 =

FRISBEFI WORLD Minis x $1.00 =

GEOMETRIC Hini (2 color) x $1.00 =

CUSTOM PRINTED 165'S. VERY SPECIAL AND LIMIT OF THO PER ORDER !!

165 gram World Class Frisbee discs hot—stamped with the
logo of Brown University. A tvo—color hot-stamping job
and VEPY CLASSY!!

(Black and Gold, Limit of THO per order) x $8.00 =

(Red and Gold, Limit of THO per order) ____ x $8.00 =

THE UNITED KINGDOM CHAMPIONSHIP FRISBEE DISC - by Faulkner Sports, Lti.
This is the closest that the U.K. affiliate has come
to producing a World Class disc. The disc has historic
value and is an excellent example of the difficulties
inherent in precision injection molding.

Black with Gold hot—stamp. X £10.00 =

(attractive box package)

"MASTER" FRISBEE DISCS - by Wham-O Affiliates.
DANISH "Master" Frisbees x $8.00 =

A soft and unique version of the Master.
(Black with Gold hot-stamp and label)

ENGLISH/GEPNAN "Master" Frisbees x $10.00 =

(White English disc from an outdated German
mold in an obsolete German package. Features
large box format and the Franz Beckenbauer
endorsement. Limit of THO per order.)

"PROFESSIONAL" FRISBEE DISCS — by Wham—O Affiliates.
CANADIAN Junior Championship "Pros" x $8.00 =

(White discs, Ped hot stamp, Championship
label and an absolute limit of ONE per order.)
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ENGLISH Professional x $7.00 =

(The German 16 mold disc and an all—new package.
This disc is worthwhile just for the absurd drawings
found on the back of the box! Makes you wonder how
the British ever learned to throw sidearmsli)

Same disc as above, but without package and
with NO HOSTAHPIING!!! x su.00 =

GERMAN Professional x $6.00 =

(No longer in production, this disc was produced in
Germany but packaged for sale in the French market.
A "P—S" mold disc, very hard plastic with Black
hot-stamp and Gold label.)

DANISH "Pros" (Old and New models) "OLD" x $5.00 =

"NEH" x $5.00 =

(Danish Professional Frisbee discs are unique
immitations of the American product. The "old"
model uses dark red plastic with a black hot-stamp.
The "new" disc is from the same mold but with bright
red plastic and a gold hot-stamping job.)

"ALL-AMERICAN" FRISBEE DISCS - by iham—O Affiliates
GERMAN "All—Americans“ x $6.00 =

The "P—5" mold disc. Limit of two per order.
This is a leftover from bygone production eras.

ENGLISH "All—Americans" x $7.00 =

(Similar in history to the English "Pro" described
above. A flashier package than the one for the "Pro",
but the "instructional illustrations" are equally absurd!)

"HOONLISHTER" FRISBEE DISCS - by Wham-O Affiliates.
ENGLISH "oonlighter" Frisbee discs x $5.00 =

"REGULAR" FRISBEE DISCS - by Hham—O Affiliates.
DANISH "Regular" discs x SQ.00 =

(Yellow disc with raised letters)
ENGLISH "Regular" discs X $0.00 =

(Green discs, raised letters, label.)
GERMAN "Regular" discs x $4.00 =

(Blue discs, raised letters, slippery surface
and an absolute limit of ONE per order!)

"FASTBACK" FRISBEE DISCS - by Wham-O Affiliates.
DANISH "Fastbacks" x $0.00 =

(Black discs with a Red hot-stamp of a
FLYING ELEPHANT!! Specify 19 or 20 mold.)



ENGLISH "Fastbacks" x $u.00 =

(white discs with Blue or Black hotstamping of
a commercial Frisbee design. Specify 17 or 18 mold.)

CANADIAN "Fastbacks"
(Yellow discs with a telephone company x $4.00 =

logo. NOT a Hham—O mold, but a close knock—off.)

SOME SPECIAL FOREIGN DISCS (and some disasters!)

FLYING FRUIT (a set of two discs) x $3.00 =

(A set of two premium discs from the United
Kingdom. One "Grapefruit" and one "Orange",
these discs have large labels and are cute.
Limit of THO SETS per order.)

VAL 2000 x £10.00 =

(The Val 2000 was located in Sweden put is
suspected of It ‘an paren e. The discs are
very heggf 60 ra have a fairly clean
undersi s ar. w with label and
original price stickers. Limit of ONE.)

CLOC Humphrey Fastback x $3.00 =

(A Swedish Humphrey Flyer!! A white disc
with two—color logo. Limit of THC.)

FLING—A-HA-BOBS 2!! x $u.00 =

(This is an American disc, but should have been
left in Tanzania! The discs are packaged, and
should stay that way. This implement has been
banned by the U.S. Government as unsafe for
use by children, but it will grate cheese if
thrown hard enough!!)

FRISBIE COHPANY PIE TINS !! THE REAL THING!

THE ORIGINAL "P" HOLD x $15.00 1

(This is the original restaurant tin from the
Bridgeport Bakery. Each tin is in good to
excellent condition and bears a perforated
"F" in the center. Limit of THO per order.)

ASSORTED ncrns AND nonrrs x $30.00 =

(A range of Frisbie Pie Tins are offered at this
one price. All tins are in Good to Excellent condition.
This offer has a limit of THO tins per order. Crders
for two items will receive a selection.)

HIGH CLASS PIE TINS x $u5.o0 =

(These tins are the top of the line. Each tin is
in excellent to outstanding condition and has
inverted letters, a Five Cents Deposit stamp, or
both. Limit of THO per order. Orders for two
will receive a selection. FIRST COME, BEST SERVED.)
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FLYING DISC PUBLICATIONS — by various Flying Authors.

PFISBEE!!! X $3.95 '
By Dr. Stancil Johnson. A classic history of our_sport and @1555?‘

FEISBEE BY THE MASTERS X $3.95 =

By Charles Tips. This is an excellent technical manual for
improvement of skills to date. Good illustrations and design.

THE FRISBEE PLAYERS naunsoox x $8.95 =

By Mark Danna and Dan Poynter. (with 119 disc
This book is ROUND and comes nested in
its own 119 gram disc. The book features x $6.95 "
great photos and explanations. (without disc.)

.)'”“

STICKERS, LABELS, DECALS and POSTERS — from a variety of sources.

THE FIPST AND FINEST BEOCK UNIVERSITY
FRISBEE FACTFINDER x $2.00 =

(A terrific, philosophical, out—spoken and full sized wall
poster reaturing graphics, pen and ink and all the "academics"
that there are to a disc. He recommend this oster to everP

one who wants the "whole story" in one pleasing display.
Makes a terrific gift, too!)

DISC COVERING was HOBLD LABELS x $.50 =

(Black and Gold labels, the perfect size for
Super Pros, Sky Surfers, etc.)

FRISBEE STICKERS x $.25 =

(Those familiar round stickers you all
receivei with the annual D.C.I. mailing.
Gold print on a purple background.)

FRISBEE diSC "REVOLUTIONARY EXPERIENCE" X $1.00 =

(Full sized bumper sticker.)
"FRISBEE cnansnn my LIFE" x $1.50 =

(Bumper Sticker. Limit of THO per order.)

"FRISBEB DISCS" HINDOH DECAL x $u.00 =

(A Red, Hhite and Blue uindou transparency.
Limit of ONE per order. These are NICE!)

svnusxa FRISBBE FORBUNDET STICKER x $1.00 =

(Limit of THO per order.)

THE U.K.F.A. LABEL x $1.00 =

(These silver labels are small but rare.
No longer in production, they feature a small
"God Child" on an airborne disc. Limit of THO.)

I.F.A. crorn PATCHES x $1.25 =



I.F.A. WINDOW DBChLS

SHIRTS AND ATTIRE

x $.50 =

DISC covznruc THE wonrn T-SHIRTS x $5.00 =

(Short sleeve shirts with the club logo in Dark
Blue screened onto a Heather Blue 50/SO shirt with
Royal Blue trim. Specify size.)

1978 wonrn FRISBEB disc CHAMPIONSHIP SHIRTS x $u.50 =

(Blue on Blue again, these shirts are among the sharpest
to appear all year. Specify size.)

orsc covznruc THE wonrn HESBERSHIP x $12.00 =
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He invite you to 10in us at DISC COVERING THE WORLD. As a member,
you receive a membership certificate, a foreign "club" disc (the Yellow
Sky Surfer with large three color label), a selection of foreign
materials and two consecutive years of the ANNUAL FLYING DISC EESGURCE
GUIDE. This publication includes the addresses of all active resources
in the growing flying disc world. Join us! We have members in over
nine countries and are working together to DISC COVER THE BOELD.

*** snxpprus AND anunrrns cannons ***

For orders under $10.00
Third Class shipping : add 15%
First Class shipping : add 20%

For orders under $00.00 .
Third Class shipping . add 10%
First Class shipping : add 15%

For orders over $U0.00
First Class shipping : add 10%

Enter your name and address
¢::**¢:#¢¢##**:*::¢#4:*##:#**
# #

{I'll

§I'<I~'I>

# #
w¢**¢:¢:#¢:#:##*¢:#:#*#####*:
*N0*NUKES*NO*NUKES*NO*NUKES!*
*(Allow 2-4 weeks delivery.)*
#¢:¢#¢###*:##¢¢#a###*::##¢s:#

SUBTOTAL :

Shipping and Handling :

Connecticut Residents
please add 7% Tax :

TOTAL ENCLOSED :

Please list the names and addresses of interested friends
on the back side of this sheet. Thank youl!


